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Classes are delivered by internationally regarded and experienced professional music educators and all
students learn in a rich and stimulating environment. Professional Whether your goal is to be a concert pianist,
an international singer, a recognised accompanist or you are a pre-service teacher who feels the need for a
deeper understanding of Music Education, Pedagogy and Philosophy, we can help. Both Kelly and Milkowski
, agree that most music education majors enter the field with little or no jazz experience and are expected to be
experts at least in the eyes of students, administrators, and parents without adequate support from collegiate
music education. Music Educators Journal 92, 1 ,  Our professional suite of courses offer training across a
broad spectrum of disciplines. There is a strong need for more emphasis on jazz education in primary and
secondary schools and upon graduation, collegiate music education majors will directly affect the education
that K students receive. Jazz is one of the most important musics taught in public middle and high schools
Kelly,  The differences between theory and practice are issues that can be viewed through the lens of critical
theory. School Jazz pedagogy is not a required field of study for music education majors in the state of
California and many other states. We need to not only change the course catalog, but also change the attitude
of the music faculty. Students majoring in English Literature, would not earn their bachelor degree, let alone
qualify for their Single Subject Teaching Credential in English, without ever studying William Shakespeare.
Million students In more than middle schools and high schools throughout the state CA Dept. Jazz Is one of
the most important music taught in public middle and high schools Kelly,  Music educators must bridge the
gap between band repertoire and Jazz culture. Though the benefits of such a course can be great, there are few
colleges and universities that currently offer it. It is also a potential career. The no child left behind act states
art as a core classes yet it is not being offered to everyone. In this performance-based setting, jazz education is
commonly based around jazz theory and improvisation specific to performers. Music education helps kids
succeed in school. Many new music teachers, employed as band directors in secondary schools, often find
themselves directing a Jazz ensemble with little or no personal experience In playing or Improvising Jazz. The
alma of critical theorists Is to uncover the underlying assumptions we have about a given subject; they help
and bring to light that which keep us from understanding the true reality of that subject. The application of
critical pedagogy to music teaching and learning. Milkowski reports that, in , there were 5, high school jazz
bands in this country, and in there were more than , In addition, you will be in classes with other skilled and
highly motivated musicians and educators in a stimulating, challenging and rewarding environment.


